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Abstract Researchers have only begun to study the

role of shipping in the spread of invasive species in the

Laurentian Great Lakes despite a well-documented

history of introductions in these lakes due to ballast

water release. Here, we determine whether ballast

water discharge was a likely vector of spread of the

fish disease, viral hemorrhagic septicemia virus geno-

type IVb (VHSV-IVb), throughout the Great Lakes

and St. Lawrence Seaway. Three models were devel-

oped to assess whether the spread of VHSV was due to

(1) chance (random model), or (2) ballast water

discharge (location model), and whether (3) increased

propagule pressure, as measured by the number of

visitations by ships carrying ballast water from VHSV

infected areas, increased the likelihood of a discharge

location becoming infected with VHSV (propagule

pressure model). The third model was also used to

assess the probable point of initial introduction of

VHSV. Presence and absence accuracies and weighted

Cohen’s kappa were calculated to determine which

models best predicted observed presences and

absences of VHSV. Location models explain the

patterns of VHSV detections better than random

models, and inclusion of ‘‘propagule pressure’’ often

improved model fit; however, the relationship is weak

likely because of a long lag time between introduction

and detection, a high rate of false negatives in

reporting, and the possible contribution of other

vectors of spread. Montreal was also identified as the

more likely introduction site of VHSV, rather than

Lake St. Clair, the site where the virus was first

detected.

Keywords Ballast water management �
Invasive species �Model uncertainty � Organism

detection � Spatial modeling � Viral hemorrhagic

septicemia virus (VHSV)

Introduction

Commercial ship ballast water has been identified as a

major component of non-native species spread glob-

ally (Molnar et al. 2008). For example, in the

Laurentian Great Lakes, 55 % of non-native species

found are believed to have been introduced by ballast

water since the opening of the St. Lawrence Seaway in

1959 (NOAA Undated). Commercial ships can carry

between millions and billions of living organisms (i.e.
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propagules) in just 1 L of their ballast water (Drake

et al. 2007; Leichsenring and Lawrence 2011; Ruiz

et al. 2000). Even ships defined as carrying ‘‘no ballast

on board’’ (NOBOB) may contain residual water and

sediments harboring microorganisms (Drake et al.

2007). Not only can ships bring new species into the

Great Lakes, but they have moved these species within

the Great Lakes basin (Griffiths et al. 1991). ‘‘Sec-

ondary spread’’ of an invasive species, or the spread

that occurs after the introduction of a species to a new

region, can be a major contributor to dispersal within a

region (Rup et al. 2010). Herein, we examine the role

of shipping as a vector of secondary spread of viral

hemorrhagic septicemia virus (VHSV) within the

Great Lakes.

VHSV is a fish rhabdovirus that infects a wide

range of fish species in North America, Europe, and

Asia and is believed to have been introduced to the

Great Lakes either via ballast water or migratory fish

(Bain et al. 2010). VHSV has led to large fish kills,

both in aquaculture and the wild (Kim and Faisal 2011;

World Organisation for Animal Health 2011) and was

first identified in eastern Lake Ontario in 2005

(Lumsden et al. 2007). Subsequent review of a

rhabdovirus previously isolated from muskellunge in

2003 places the first verified record of VHSV in Lake

St. Clair in 2003 (Elsayed et al. 2006; Faisal et al.

2012). The Great Lakes genotype of the virus was

identified as being related to the North American and

Japanese genotype (IVa); however, was distinct

enough to be placed in its own sublineage (IVb)

(Elsayed et al. 2006; Faisal et al. 2012). Since 2005,

VHSV-IVb has spread rapidly across all five Great

Lakes, with detections in Lakes Erie and Huron in

2006, Lake Michigan in 2007, and as far west as

Duluth/Superior harbors in Lake Superior in 2009

(Fig. 1). Despite a lack of detections prior to 2003,

recent genetic research suggests that the virus may

have been in the freshwaters of the Laurentian Great

Lakes much earlier (Pierce and Stepien 2012). More-

over, there are eleven genetically distinct populations,

or isolates, of the IVb strain found only in the Great

Lakes and a few nearby inland waters (Pierce and

Stepien 2012; Thompson et al. 2011). One of the

isolates, U13653 (or vcG002), was originally found in

eastern Lake Ontario and is the second most prevalent

and widespread isolate as compared to the one

originally found in Lake St. Clair (MI03GL) in 2003

(Pierce and Stepien 2012; Thompson et al. 2011). The

prevalence of the U13653 isolate suggests the initial

Fig. 1 VHSV presence locations in the Great Lakes for

2003–2009. No known occurrences of VHSV are found east

of the Thousand Islands area until the Atlantic coast. Squares,

triangles, pentagons, stars, diamonds, and crosses represent

VHSV occurrences for 2003 and 2005–2009 respectively
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introduction of VHSV to the Great Lakes occurred via

the St. Lawrence River. Since MI03GL and U13653

only diverge by one mutational step and both have

been isolated from fish in eastern Lake Ontario, this

hypothesis seems plausible (Pierce and Stepien 2012;

Thompson et al. 2011). Regardless of genetic

sequence, VHSV-IVb has become rapidly widespread

in the Great Lakes.

One of the reasons VHSV-IVb has been successful

in invading the Great Lakes is because of the presence

of environmental conditions that are favorable for the

transmission of the virus. VHSV-IVb is particularly

likely to spread in fish populations with high densities

that are experiencing stress, which usually occur when

fish come together during spawning (Kane-Sutton

et al. 2010). In the Great Lakes, many fish spawn in the

spring and early summer, when temperatures are ideal

for the transmission of VHSV-IVb (Eckerlin et al.

2011; Kane-Sutton et al. 2010; Kim and Faisal 2011).

Additionally, VHSV has been found to survive in

freshwater for up to 14 days at 15 �C and 20 days at

10 �C under controlled conditions (Hawley and Gar-

ver 2008; Kim and Faisal 2011), indicating that the

virus may be carried by water currents for several days

in the spring and fall.

While the actual dispersal capabilities of VHSV are

relatively unknown, it is unlikely that it was able to

invade the full length of the Great Lakes in such a short

period without a human-mediated, long-distance vec-

tor of spread. On the other hand, Bain et al. (2010)

found no relationship between VHSV occurrences and

locations identified as ‘‘shipping centers’’. We thus

hypothesize that commercial shipping may have been

a vector of spread throughout the Great Lakes for

VHSV. Ships in the Great Lakes generally draw in and

discharge ballast water at ports as they unload and load

cargo (Eames et al. 2008). They may also adjust their

ballast mid-lake during bad weather and when enter-

ing connecting channels and rivers (Cangelosi and

Mays 2006). This allows for many opportunities to

pick up, move, and discharge invasive species.

Moreover, because ships travelling exclusively within

the Great Lakes make trips that happen over a short

period of time, survival of invasive species may be

greater than in those ships coming from outside the

Great Lakes (Rup et al. 2010).

Here we set out to assess whether shipping played a

role in the secondary spread of VHSV and whether we

could use shipping spread models to identify the most

likely location of initial VHSV introduction. To assess

the role of Great Lakes shipping in the secondary

spread of VHSV, we developed two primary ques-

tions: (1) Are VHSV occurrences related to the

location and amount of ballast water being discharged

throughout the Great Lakes?; (2) Is it possible to

identify the site of initial introduction of VHSV based

on ballast water discharge patterns? To answer the first

question we developed three dynamic spatial models.

The first two models, a random model and a location

model, were built to determine if VHSV is related to

ballast water discharge locations. The third model, a

propagule pressure model, was built to determine if

the number of visits from possibly infected ships

increases the likelihood VHSV will become estab-

lished at a discharge location. To answer the second

question, the initial introduction location was changed

in the propagule pressure model to identify the

infection source that best fits the observed VHSV

occurrences. Lake St. Clair was chosen as an initial

introduction location, since it is the earliest detection

of VHSV-IVb. Montreal was selected as a second

possibility in order to determine if VHSV may have

been introduced via the St. Lawrence River instead.

By answering these questions, we hope to establish if

Great Lakes shipping has been responsible for sec-

ondary spread of VHSV throughout the Great Lakes,

and if Lake St. Clair was the first site of introduction in

the Great Lakes.

Methods

Site description

The Laurentian Great Lakes and the St. Lawrence

Seaway are the areas of interest for the study. We

defined the St. Lawrence Seaway as being the portion

of the St. Lawrence River from the western edge of

Anticosti Island west to its source at Lake Ontario.

Spatial modeling

We developed three competing models to assess the

role that shipping plays in the spread of VHSV. Each

of the models were run to simulate the spread of the

virus from 2003 to 2009 and had the same basic

structure for each year of the model: (1) the number of

VHSV introductions and their locations were selected
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using different stochastic processes, (2) each new

introduction location was converted to an infection

area based on the assumption that VHSV occurs in an

area and not at a given point as identified by the

presence data, and 3) the area of infection was further

increased in each year to simulate the spread of the

virus via natural means, such as by currents and fish

hosts. The results of the models were areas of

‘‘predicted’’ infection, which were compared to the

observed VHSV presence and absence data to assess

model fit.

Our three models primarily differed in the way

annual infection locations were chosen (i.e. Step 1

from above). The ‘‘random model’’ identified annual

infection locations by randomly selecting locations

throughout the entire study area. The number of

infection locations was randomly drawn from a

Poisson distribution with k, the mean and variance

of Poisson distributions, equal to the mean number of

actual VHSV infections reported for the years

2003–2009. The total number of VHSV detections

was 56, so k = 8. For the ‘‘location model’’, the

number of infections per year was selected from a

Poisson distribution as above; however, the infection

locations were selected randomly only from known

ballast water discharge locations.

The third model, the ‘‘propagule pressure model’’,

was more complex and included data on VHSV

sources, destinations, and number of trips made

between source and discharge sites. As the first known

location of VHSV-IVb was Lake St. Clair in 2003

(Elsayed et al. 2006), our first models initiated VHSV

infection at that location. If a ship was identified as

picking up ballast water in an area known to have

VHSV, that ship was identified as carrying infected

ballast water. Discharge locations receiving water

from those infected ships in that year were next

selected as possible locations of new VHSV infec-

tions. The total number of infected ships discharging

at each location was calculated for each destination

location. To determine if the discharge locations

receiving at least one visit from an infected ship would

become infected with VHSV that year we used a

binomial distribution to identify if, for each ship visit,

the discharge location became infected with VHSV.

The number of binomial trials was equal to the total

number of infected ships that discharged at the

location in that year. The probability of infection for

each binomial trial was calculated for each port based

on a decay curve of virus-like particles (VLPs):

p VLPð Þ ¼ 1� e�0:11x

where p(VLP) = proportion of VLPs remaining and

x = day of the trip (Lovell and Drake 2009). Because

of the lack of data on niche availability or the

probability of establishment at each port, p(VLP)

served as both the probability of infestation and the

probability of establishment. Additional single prob-

ability values of 0.50 and 0.01 were tested as

representing the probabilities of infestation and estab-

lishment; however, little improvement in model fit was

detected and model ranks were unchanged. The

number of days a trip took was determined by

calculating the mode of the number of days for each

trip between ballast water source and discharge

locations. If one or more of the infected ship visits at

each discharge location resulted in infection (i.e., at

least one binomial trial = 1), then that location was

identified as being infected.

The random and location models were built to test

the hypothesis that VHSV occurrences are related to

discharge locations, while the propagule pressure

model was built to test the hypothesis that infection

locations are related to the amount of ballast water

discharge being released at each location. The prop-

agule pressure model was also revised to identify if

another location besides Lake St. Clair may have been

a likely initial source of VHSV.

All three models include parameters that simulate

the possible area of infection due to natural spread

once VHSV has been introduced to a particular

location (i.e. steps 2 and 3 above). It has been

estimated that at least one strain of VHSV is capable

of being moved outside of a host in seawater for up to

2-km (Meyers and Winton 1995). This distance might

be somewhat arbitrary, as it depends on water current

and wind which vary spatially and temporally; how-

ever, it was used as a reasonable estimate for

identifying how far from a presence location VHSV

may actually be found. The area created by a 2-km

radius from the presence location was identified as the

initial area of infection. Beyond the initial area of

infection, it is unknown how far fish or currents carry

the virus in any given year, so three distance values

were tested to simulate the distance VHSV would

travel per year. Buffers of 10-, 20-, or 30-km radii
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were added to the infection areas every year to

simulate the natural spread of the virus. Distances

beyond 30-km were not considered, as VHSV would

be predicted to have spread to the entire Great Lakes

within the 7 years of infection modeled.

All models require VHSV occurrence data and all

but the random model requires ballast water source

and/or discharge location data. The VHSV occurrence

data was collected from a variety of sources, including

the Nonindigenous Aquatic Species (NAS) database

(USGS 2009), Department of Pathobiology and

Diagnostic Investigation in the College of Veterinary

Medicine at Michigan State University (2011), Cor-

nell University (2010), and Minnesota and Wisconsin

Department of Natural Resources (2010; Fig. 1).

Other occurrence data were either unattainable or

unidentified. Unattainable data included more recently

published occurrences of VHSV in Diporeia spp. in

Lakes Michigan and Ontario and in piscicolid leeches

(Myzobdella lugubris) collected from Lakes St. Clair

and Erie (Faisal et al. 2012; Faisal and Winters 2011).

Both presences and absences were collected for the

years 2003–2009 and were identified in all five Great

Lakes, Lake St. Clair and its connecting waterways,

and the St. Lawrence River in the Thousand Islands

area. Ballast water source and discharge locations and

number of trips were obtained from the National

Ballast Information Clearinghouse (NBIC) data for

2004–2009 (Smithsonian Environmental Research

Center and USCG 2009; Fig. 2). The NBIC requires

the reporting of the last location of ballast water pick-

up (i.e. source information) and the location where that

ballast water and potential propagules were then

discharged for each individual ship. Source and

discharge information was recorded at the US port of

arrival based on the NBIC data. All records containing

source and/or discharge locations outside the Great

Lakes were deleted. Remaining source and discharge

locations were mapped using coordinates when avail-

able and location descriptions. Coordinates were

obtained for location descriptions that included port

and city names where possible. All other discharge and

source points were located using topographic maps

and aerial photographs. Four source locations (27 ship

visits) were excluded from the data due to unclear

location descriptions.

To identify the possibility of another likely location

for the introduction of VHSV to the Great Lakes, the

Fig. 2 Location and amount of ballast water discharged by

ships arriving at US ports between 2004 and 2009 (from NBIC).

Only discharge events involving ballast water picked-up in the

Great Lakes are included. Circles of increasing size represent

the amount of ballast water discharged at a location. Despite

only receiving small amounts of ballast discharge from within

the Great Lakes, the ports and river in and around Montreal

receive large amounts of ship traffic (National Research Council

2008)
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propagule pressure model was modified to initiate

VHSV infection of the Great Lakes from Montreal.

Due to recent genetic research by Thompson et al.

(2011) and Pierce and Stepien (2012), we hypothe-

sized that it was possible that VHSV may have initially

been introduced to the St. Lawrence River. We chose

Montreal as a possible introduction location since it is

located on a part of the river that receives a large

amount of ship traffic (National Research Council

2008). In particular, Montreal receives a large amount

of traffic from the Atlantic coast of Canada, where

VHSV-IVc, a closely related strain to VHSV-IVb was

identified in 2000, 2002, and 2004 (Pierce and Stepien

2012). All strains of VHSV are hypothesized to have

originated from a marine reservoir in the North

Atlantic Ocean (Thompson et al. 2011; Pierce and

Stepien 2012), and Strain IV appears to have origi-

nated specifically in the Northwest Atlantic Ocean

(Pierce and Stepien 2012). Despite not receiving a

large amount of ballast water sourced within the Great

Lakes from ships visiting US ports (Fig. 2), Montreal

receives numerous ship visits from areas where

VHSV-IVb potentially could have originated.

All models were run for each natural spread

distance (10-, 20-, and 30-km). Each model was built

in the ArcGIS Model Builder and run for 100

iterations. A single iteration was comprised of a

seven-year simulation (i.e. 2003–2009) with each year

adding to the spread of the virus identified in the

previous year. The predictions of the models were

compared to the actual VHSV presence/absence

locations for 2003–2009. The models have been

exported to Python and included in Appendix 1

(Online Resource 1).

Analyses of model performance

In order to analyze the performance of the models,

presence accuracy (i.e., sensitivity), absence accuracy

(i.e., specificity), and weighted kappa were calculated

for each iteration of each model. A confusion matrix

was built for each iteration to identify the number of

true positives and negatives and false positives and

negatives produced by each model and to calculate the

above measurements (Fielding and Bell 1997; Manel

et al. 2001). The models’ abilities to accurately predict

presences and absences were calculated for each

model iteration (Fielding and Bell 1997; Manel et al.

2001).

To determine the level of agreement between

model predictions and actual VHSV presences and

absences while correcting for chance we used a

weighted Cohen’s kappa statistic (Cohen 1968; War-

rens 2011). The weighted kappa allows for weights to

be applied to each cell in a confusion matrix, so that

those cells calculated with data that is more uncertain

than others will have less affect on the kappa statistic.

We used a weighted kappa, as opposed to other

calculations of fit (e.g. Cohen’s kappa and AUC), due

to the high false negative rate of the cell culture

technique most frequently used in testing for VHSV.

Despite cell culture being useful for identifying VHSV

in fish that are carrying the active (positive-strand)

virus (i.e. most likely to shed the disease), it was

important that we identify all VHSV locations, even

where the virus was inactive. A high false negative

rate reduced our confidence in any reported absences.

In experiments testing human viruses, cell culture was

found to have false negative rates of 66–76 %

(Covalciuc et al. 1999; Wald et al. 2003). While not

all of the VHSV presence/absence data were identified

using cell culture tests, Hope et al. (2010) found even

the more sensitive qRT-PCR test that was used on the

remaining data did not detect VHSV in all fish

exhibiting clinical signs of the infection. Because of

this, an estimated false negative rate of 66 % was used

for our analysis.

Weighted kappa is calculated from the weighted

proportions of observed and chance data for each cell

of the confusion matrix. For our data, w11 = 1.00

(true positives) and w22 = 0.33 (true negatives). The

weight for true negatives was based on the range of

cell culture false negative rates. In order to test the

sensitivity of the estimated false negative rate,

weighted kappas were also calculated with

w22 = 0.50 and 0.67. A level of agreement was

Table 1 Level of agreement for each range of kappa values

(Landis and Koch 1977; Gilchrist 2009)

Range of kappa value Level of agreement

C0.81 Almost perfect

0.61–0.80 Substantial

0.41–0.60 Moderate

0.21–0.40 Fair

0.00–0.20 Slight

\0.00 None
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assigned to each range of kappa values (Table 1;

Gilchrist 2009; Landis and Koch 1977).

Presence accuracy, absence accuracy, and weighted

kappa were calculated for each iteration, and averaged

for comparison. Standard deviations were calculated

for all means. In total, fifteen models were tested:

random, location, Lake St. Clair only propagule

pressure, Montreal only propagule pressure, and Lake

St. Clair and Montreal propagule pressure models each

run with 10-, 20-, and 30-km spread distances.

Results

The results of the weighted Cohen’s kappa statistics

indicate that VHSV spread is not random and that

VHSV occurrences are related to ballast water

discharge locations (Table 2) although the strength

of inference was slight. The location models tended to

have higher presence accuracy at each spread distance

than the random models (Table 3), indicating that the

location models were better able to predict the

presence of VHSV than the random models. Random

models were better at predicting absences (Table 4);

however, the location models were found to perform

better overall with weighted kappas of 0.03, 0.04, and

0.05 at the 10-, 20-, and 30-km spread distances

respectively (Table 2). All random models had

weighted kappas between -0.04 and 0.00, suggesting

that these models performed worse or equal to what

would be expected by chance. Sensitivity analyses of

the weighted w22 parameter only produced slight

changes in the weighted kappa results with location

models still performing better than random models.

These results indicate that the spread of VHSV is

related to ballast water discharge locations.

Further, locations that receive ballast water from

infected ships were more likely to become infected

with VHSV (Table 2). Most of the propagule pressure

models performed better than the random and location

models (Table 2). Sensitivity analyses of weighted

kappas produced slightly higher measures of fit for

most of the propagule pressure models, still resulting

in better performance than the random and location

models. Also, even though absence accuracies were

generally lower than what was calculated for the

random and location models (Table 4), presence

Table 2 Mean weighted Cohen’s kappa for each model tested

Model Natural spread distance

10-km 20-km 30-km

Random -0.04 (0.12) -0.02 (0.12) 0.00 (0.09)

Location 0.03 (0.07) 0.04 (0.08) 0.05 (0.07)

Propagule pressure

Lake St. Clair

only

-0.14 (0.01) 0.03 (0.00) 0.11 (0.00)

Montreal only 0.07 (0.01) 0.13 (0.01) 0.12 (0.00)

Lake St. Clair

and Montreal

0.09 (0.01) 0.12 (0.00) 0.11 (0.00)

Weighted Cohen’s kappa is the proportion of agreement

corrected by chance between the model predictions and actual

presence/absence data (Cohen 1968; Warrens 2011). Numbers

in parentheses are standard deviations

Table 3 Mean presence accuracies for each model tested

Model Natural spread distance

10-km 20-km 30-km

Random 0.23 (0.10) 0.50 (0.15) 0.71 (0.15)

Location 0.39 (0.07) 0.61 (0.08) 0.73 (0.10)

Propagule pressure

Lake St. Clair only 0.38 (0.01) 0.64 (0.00) 0.77 (0.00)

Montreal only 0.65 (0.00) 0.73 (0.00) 0.79 (0.00)

Lake St. Clair and

Montreal

0.65 (0.00) 0.72 (0.00) 0.77 (0.00)

Presence accuracies were calculated as the total number of

actual presences that were accurately identified each year.

Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations

Table 4 Mean absence accuracies for each model tested

Model Natural spread distance

10-km 20-km 30-km

Random 0.80 (0.07) 0.53 (0.11) 0.30 (0.10)

Location 0.58 (0.08) 0.34 (0.09) 0.20 (0.07)

Propagule pressure

Lake St. Clair only 0.72 (0.00) 0.28 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00)

Montreal only 0.25 (0.01) 0.08 (0.01) 0.02 (0.00)

Lake St. Clair and

Montreal

0.18 (0.01) 0.07 (0.00) 0.02 (0.00)

Absence accuracies were calculated as the total number of

actual absences that were accurately identified each year.

Numbers in parentheses are standard deviations
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accuracies were typically higher (Table 3). Addition-

ally, propagule pressure models resulted in less

variation overall (Tables 2, 3, and 4), since it repeat-

edly selected those locations that received large

numbers of ship visits.

Not only do the results support the hypothesis that

ports receiving more visits by infected ships are more

likely to become infected, but they also indicate that

Montreal is a more likely initial introduction location

for VHSV (Table 2). The best performing model was

the Montreal only 20-km model, even when consid-

ering the results of the weighted kappa sensitivity

analysis. Additionally, combining Lake St. Clair and

Montreal as simultaneous initial introduction loca-

tions produced very little change in the weighted

kappas achieved by the Montreal only models

(Table 2).

Discussion

The spread of VHSV within the Great Lakes has been

aided by the secondary spread of ballast water. Though

our model fit was only ‘‘slight’’ (based on the kappa

scale used), the best fit model that we compared

included the location, source, and amount of ballast

water discharged, suggesting that these parameters are

important indicators for identifying future VHSV

infections. Furthermore, the results of our models also

reveal that Lake St. Clair is a less likely initial

introduction location of VHSV to the Great Lakes than

Montreal. We did not test other locations due to lack of

information indicating alternatives; however, our

results show that it is possible to use the model to

identify locations that tend to be areas of initial

introduction to the Great Lakes.

The performance of our models may have been

limited in part by the data used for model validation

and the quality of the data included in our model. For

one, the tests that were used to detect VHSV have a

high false negative rate (Chico et al. 2006; Covalciuc

et al. 1999; Hope et al. 2010; Miller et al. 1998; Wald

et al. 2003). Additionally, many absences that were

identified were in areas where VHSV had been

identified previously, suggesting that the potential to

infect existed, but VHSV was not detected in the

individual fish that was tested. For instance, the

Minnesota Department of Natural Resources had no

positive tests for VHSV in the St. Louis River estuary

between 2006 and 2010; however, researchers from

Cornell University detected the virus in 2009. While

we attempted to overcome this issue by measuring

model fit using a weighted kappa statistic, absences

that are not actually absences may have still been

overly considered in the model. Incorrectly identified

absences also would have been incorrectly identified

for all remaining years in the model run. Error

propagation would have affected both absence accu-

racy and weighted kappa statistics. The location from

which infected fish were collected may also have

added uncertainty to the presence/absence data. While

many fish were collected live during monitoring

efforts, others were collected during fish kills. Fish

collected during fish kills would have mostly been

found washed up on shore and likely far from the

location where VHSV was actually contracted.

Finally, the lack of Canadian ballast water data led

to an incomplete dataset. This prevented us from

establishing the complete pattern of ballast water

movement in the Great Lakes. Whereas the limitations

in the data used may not have been biased towards

reducing the fit of any particular model over the other,

it did prevent the accurate assessment of each model’s

ability to capture the past spread of VHSV.

Despite the limitations of the data used and the

‘‘slight’’ fit of even the best performing model, the

pattern of secondary spread in the Great Lakes still

indicates that shipping has played a role in the long-

distance dispersal of VHSV. This is indicated by the

Montreal models’ abilities to capture VHSV presences

at a higher rate than all of the other models. Further, at

the best fit spread distance of 20-km, models that

included ballast water discharge as a component of

spread were able to explain the occurrence of VHSV at

Duluth/Superior harbor at a much higher rate than the

random models. In fact, the Montreal only model was

the only model that correctly identified it 100 % of the

time at the 20-km spread distance. The only presences

that the Montreal only model fails to predict with

regularity are located in eastern Lake Ontario, a part of

the Great Lakes that receives very little ballast

discharge. However, if the St. Lawrence River is the

actual source of VHSV, the virus has potentially

persisted in eastern Lake Ontario longer than in other

parts of the Great Lakes, leading to greater localized

spread of the virus due to natural vectors. Other

vectors of spread that have been identified are bait

fishing and fish stocking, which potentially could
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contribute to long-distance spread along with ballast

discharge. Nevertheless, we hypothesize that if bait

and fish stocking were larger contributors to the long-

distance spread of VHSV, more inland occurrences of

the virus would have been detected. To date, only four

inland waters that are not connected to the Great Lakes

have positive occurrences of VHSV. Our conclusion

that ballast water is a vector of spread for VHSV is

contradictory to findings by Bain et al. (2010) who

suggested there is no relationship between VHSV

occurrences and centers of shipping. Their research

only included shipping harbors as areas of shipping

activity, and did not include actual ballast water

discharge locations. Several locations that were iden-

tified as recreational boating or open shoreline by Bain

et al. (2010) were identified by us as being close

enough to ballast water discharge locations to become

infected by discharged VHSV.

Even though we were not able to determine how

much of a role ballast water plays in spreading

VHSV, it was still identified as a vector that should

be managed so as not to undermine other efforts that

have been undertaken, such as restrictions on bait and

fish stocking (APHIS 2008). If ships had been

required to treat their ballast water prior to entering

the Welland Canal, VHSV could have potentially

been isolated to Lake Ontario and the St. Lawrence

River. However, most ballast water management

systems that are currently being tested for oceango-

ing ships would be inefficient for use by ships in the

Great Lakes, since much of the US fleet have larger

ballast tanks and higher pumping rates (Cangelosi

and Mays 2006; USEPA Science Advisory Board

2011). Ships within the Great Lakes also tend to take

shorter trips between ports, which may not allow

enough time for chemical or physical treatments to

sufficiently reduce propagule pressure (Cangelosi and

Mays 2006). Without available ballast water treat-

ment systems, there are a number of voluntary best

management practices that ships in the Great Lakes

may apply, such as drawing in water during the day

or avoiding drawing in water where sediments are

churned up (Shipping Federation of Canada 2000).

However, these practices may not be effective in

preventing the further spread of VHSV if not applied

in the most suitable locations.

Our model can be used to identify the locations

where the most promising best management practices

would effectively be applied. One approach proposed

by the shipping industry involves moving water uptake

offshore, analogous to the requirements for ocean

BWE outside the 200 nautical mile limit (Shipping

Federation of Canada 2000). It is possible that invasive

species may not be able to survive if released in deep

waters offshore, far from required habitats and food

resources. On the other hand, releasing invasive

species in the deeper, offshore parts of the Great

Lakes will only be effective if water currents do not

carry the invasive species to more favorable habitats

prior to mortality. Locations and times of year when

water currents will not aid in the survival of invasive

species will need to be identified. For example, our

results could be combined with water circulation

models that have been created by Beletsky and

Schwab (2008) in order to identify those locations

and times where and when ballast water may be

released to reduce the probability of invasive species

surviving. Further, our model can be used to identify

those ports where the pick-up or discharge of ballast

water should be avoided, or should be followed by

ballast water exchange offshore.

Natural resource managers may also use our model

to identify hotspots for invasive species. We expect to

further validate our model by backcasting the second-

ary spread of zebra mussels (Dreissena polymorpha),

an invasive bivalve, and ruffe (Gymnocephalus cern-

uus), an invasive fish. Both species are believed to

have been introduced to the Great Lakes via ballast

water (Grigorovich et al. 2003; Hebert et al. 1989;

Simon and Vondruska 1991; Stepien et al. 2005).

Once we parameterize our model for these species,

predictions for the future spread of ruffe and other

invasive species can be made. For example, managers

are concerned about the introduction of killer shrimp

(Dikerogammerus villosus), which has not yet been

detected in the Great Lakes, but has been identified as

a species that is likely to invade if ballast water

management proves ineffective (Grigorovich et al.

2003). Our model can identify those areas where

invasive species may occur next or may already occur,

but may not be detected using conventional methods.

Management practices can then be directed to those

locations.

In summary, commercial ship ballast water move-

ment and discharge patterns are likely contributing to

the secondary spread of VHSV in the Great Lakes.

Discharge locations that receive increasing visits from

ships carrying ballast water from sources infected with

Commercial shipping in the Laurentian Great Lakes 1051
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VHSV are more likely to become infected with the

virus itself. Additionally, Montreal is the more likely

location of initial VHSV introduction, not Lake St.

Clair. Because ballast water is a component of long-

distance spread in the Great Lakes, it is important that

this vector be regulated along with bait and fish

stocking. Our best fit model may be a tool that can aid

managers and policy-makers in identifying locations

where ballast water may best be managed.
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